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3 Ways to Improve Site UX 

on Venngage EMEM ESSIEN

Upon viewing the Venngage templates site, I was instantly drawn to the brand identity of blue and white, which 
strikes the perfect balance to the burst of colours from your extensive array of content. Blue, apart from it being my 
favourite colour, is often used as a symbol of productivity, and it ties so well into what your software company is 
about which is helping people, through data visualisations and visual learning, to be more productive. Following this, 
the site’s UX would be a lot more productive with a simpler menu, pagination, and a clean grid layout. 
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Clean Grid Layout

Pagination

Simpler Menu
HOW
Reducing the number of menu titles in the 
“CATEGORIES” menu, and adding each sub-menu as a 
search criteria on each menu title page. 

EXAMPLE
CATEGORIES > Infographics > (opens Infographics 
webpage) > search filters i.e. Informational, Timeline, etc. 
Remove automatic opening of the sub-menus in the 
“CATEGORIES” menu, and organise titles alphabetically. 

RESULTS
> Easy-to-follow navigation using filtered search. 
> Reduces search time. 
> Lowers bounce rate. 

HOW
Replacing the infinite scroll with pagination.

EXAMPLE
Instead of navigation scroller on the right, replace with 
pagination to group templates with page numbers to 
keep track of searches and count pages.

RESULTS
> Easy to remember how to find a template if a user 
   searches again, and see if all templates have been 
   viewed. 
> Chunks information in ways the user can more easily 
   recall so as not to feel overwhelmed with options.
> More returns means higher conversion rates. 

HOW
Replacing the mosaic tiling to 3-column grids with 
appropriate negative space, and taking advantage of the 
dark hover over each template by adding a like button for 
users to add their favourite template(s) to their wish list.

EXAMPLE
Align all rows in a single line just as columns are arranged 
in a single line, and add wishlist like button to dark hover.

RESULTS
> Less cluttered appearance of templates.
> Easy to track choices from a wide variety of templates. 
> Wishlist like button integration would make the site’s 
   UX more enjoyable and intentional.


